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Veterinary Medical
Association Executives
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Principles of Ethics
1. A veterinary medical association executive shall be dedicated to 

providing competent professional services to members.
2. A veterinary medical association executive shall share the benefit 

of his or her experience with other executives.
3. A veterinary medical association executive shall be familiar with 

and comply with the law and seek changes in laws that are 
contrary to the best interests of association management and 
veterinary medicine.

4. A veterinary medical association executive shall continue to study, 
apply, and advance association knowledge, and use the talents of 
association professionals when indicated.

5. A veterinary medical association executive shall respect the 
differences of opinion among the members and colleagues and 
safeguard confidences.

6. A veterinary medical association executive shall conduct himself or 
herself in a professional manner.
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The mission of the VMAE Power of 10 Task Force 
is to engage and develop recent graduates 
through the broadest possible adoption of a 
dynamic and evolving leadership program. 

Power of 10

The Future Is Here:
Are We Ready?

Health Care Delivery
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The Future Is Here:
Are We Ready?

Veterinary Education (Continuing Education)

The Future Is Here: Are We Ready?

•Bright future

•Relevant history

•Exponentially changing world

•Future challenges / opportunities

•Future & our responsibilities
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Feeding the World

Zoonotic Diseases

1940-2012

Population Densities
Overlapping Habitats
Global Travel
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Global

Ecosystem
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Role of Animals in Society
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Veterinary  medicine
is  on  the  precipice
of  significant  disruption

Are we ready?
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The Future Is Here: Are We Ready?

•Bright future

•RELEVANT HISTORY

•Exponentially changing world

•Future challenges / opportunities

•Future & our responsibilities
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Along Came a New Technology

Henry Ford’s banker 
said the automobile 
is a passing fancy & 
the horse & buggy 
are here to stay. 
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Disruptive Technology

It took ONE technology just a few years to 
fundamentally disrupt traditional veterinary practice

Disruptive Technology

Veterinary Medicine proved its relevance and resilience.
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•Average life expectancy 47 years

•14% homes had a bathtub

•8% homes had a telephone

•8,000 cars & 144 miles of paved roads

•Average wage = 22 cents/hour

•Average annual income $200
•Dentist $2,500 per year

•VETERINARIAN $1,500

114 Years Ago (1902) – Ford 1908 

VETERINARY MEDICINE PROVED
ITS RELEVANCE AND RESILIENCE

“Veterinary Medicine
Has Never Been Better”
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•Veterinary Supply & 
Demand in U. S.: A report 
to AVMA, July 1978

•Every workforce study has 
concluded an oversupply 
or no shortage

Workforce Studies

Arthur D. Little

•Every workforce study has 
concluded an oversupply

•Veterinary Supply & 
Demand in U. S.: A report 
to AVMA, July 1978

Workforce Studies

Arthur D. Little
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The Future Is Here: Are We Ready?
•Bright future

•Relevant history

•EXPONENTIALLY CHANGING WORLD

•Future challenges / opportunities

•Future & our responsibilities

• Kodak was first company to make photography 
accessible to everyday people.

• Made first digital camera in 1975
• “Customers will never give up film. Resolution of 

digital will never match that of film.”  (Kodak)
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• Kodak was first company to make 
photography accessible to everyday people. 
Made first digital camera in 1975

• Instagram took Kodak’s place with 15 people 
and was bought for $1 billion

• Kodak was first company to make 
photography accessible to everyday people. 
Made first digital camera in 1975

• Instagram took Kodak’s place with 15 people 
and was bought for $1 billion

Linear
Exponential
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Retail Markets Today
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Retail Markets
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Retail Markets

Millennials (1983-1997)
rank Amazon 1st

Retail Markets
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World of Exponential Change
•Organizations
•Businesses
•Other Institutions
•“Us”
•Academic Institutions
•Veterinary Profession

•Technologies

World of Exponential Change

Disruptive companies are disrupting themselves.
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How has Taxi responded?

Google signs agreement with NYC 
mayor to replace NYC taxis with 
driverless Google cabs
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It’s not about what we want to provide. 
It’s not about preserving they way things are.
It’s about what the customer/client wants.

Darby
3D printed 
prosthetic legs
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Qualcomm Tricorder XPRIZE

Spock device –
Instant reading of

entire health 
situation

A $10 million competition to bring 
healthcare to the palm of your hand 
Imagine a portable, wireless device in 
the palm of your hand that monitors 
and diagnoses your health conditions. 
That’s the technology envisioned by 
this competition, and it will allow 
unprecedented access to personal 
health metrics. 
The end result: Radical innovation in 
healthcare that will give individuals far 
greater choices in when, where, and 
how they receive care.
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A $10 million competition to bring 
healthcare to the palm of your hand 
Imagine a portable, wireless device in 
the palm of your hand that monitors 
and diagnoses your health conditions. 
That’s the technology envisioned by 
this competition, and it will allow 
unprecedented access to personal 
health metrics. 
The end result: Radical innovation in 
healthcare that will give individuals far 
greater choices in when, where, and 
how they receive care.

Must continuously record 5 main vital signs
Blood pressure, heart rate, oxygen saturation, respiratory rate, temperature

Must autonomously diagnose 13 medical conditions
Anemia, A fib, COPD, diabetes, leukocytosis, pneumonia, otitis media, 
sleep apnea, urinary tract infection
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WINNERS – April 2017

Final Frontier Medical Devices
$2.6 million

Dynamical Biomarkers
$1 million

Cloud DX
$100,000

Final Frontier Medical Devices

Dr. Basil Harris - emergency room physician
George Harris – network engineer
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Artificially intelligent engine that learned to diagnose by integrating years of 
experience in clinical emergency medicine with data analysis from actual 
patients having a variety of medical conditions and outcomes.

Collection of non-invasive sensors custom-designed to collect data about 
the individual’s vital signs, body chemistry, and biological functions.

Dynamical Biomarkers Group

Associate Professor Chung-Kang Peng, Harvard Medical School
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Smart Vital-Sense Monitor; Smart Blood-Urine Test Kit; Smart Scope Module.

Innovative hardware, technologies for physiologic signal analysis, image processing, 
biomarker detection. Simple, intuitive use, wirelessly connected to a smartphone, which 
runs a user-friendly app with an intelligent and interactive screening process that guides 
the users to carry out specific tests to generate disease diagnosis.
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Technologies Currently Available

Pet Pace Smart Collar

•Smart sensing collar

•Health monitoring service

•Health dashboard & alerts
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More than woof!
Interspecies communication

Ben Jacobs
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Wearable Sensor Technology
•Night watch Halter (Protequus)

Wearable Sensor Technology
•Equisense (halter, neck strap, girth)
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Wearable Sensor Technology

•PonyUp Technologies
•Leg boot

Wearable Sensor Technology

•Canada’s SeeHorse
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Wearable Sensor
Technology
•Top trend in fitness

Technologies in People
•Smart socks (Sensoria)
•Stores data
•Pressure on bottom of feet, etc.
•Compare shoes
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Technologies in People
•New-Balance Digital Sport
•Custom sole printed on 3D printer

Technologies in People
•Compression garments (Sensoria)
•Shirts & footwear - monitors HR, 
accelerations, decelerations, passes, 
shots, & tracks movements
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Technologies in People
•Compression garments (Motus)
•Arm sleeve – “arm sports”

Future Technologies in Equine
•Compression garments for riders?

•Leg sleeve?
•What part of leg on horse
•How much pressure

•Shirts & boots?
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Digital Health – Shop on Google

Wrist worn automatic blood pressure monitor - $29.95

Garmin Vivofit HR monitor, pedometer - $79.99

QardioArm wireless BP monitor - $95.19 

31 New Digital Health Tools Showcased 
at Consumer Electronics Show 2017

Artificial Intelligence Tool for diabetes management

Digital diabetes prevention program

Ear buds thermometer for core body temperature

Smart clothing with HR monitoring sensors
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3D Bioprinting
Organovo

3D printing
biomaterials - liver
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Google Glass
•Ubiquitous computer

•Smart-phone-like hands-free

•Voice commands

Google Glass Healthcare 
Applications

•Drchrono – wearable health record

•Augmedix – wearable device for live-steam 
patient visit

•Glass fundoscopy
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Augmented Reality
Same technology as Pokemon Go

•Device transmits live or indirect view of a 
physical, real-world environment that is 
augmented by computer-generated sensory 
input, such as sound, video, graphics, GPS data.

•Device – phone, glass, headset, digital contact 
lens

Google Glass Surgery
Access critical information during surgery
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Augmented Reality

Augmented Reality
“Medsights Tech”

Creates 3 dimensional reconstructions of tumors
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Augmented Reality
“EyeDecide”

Medical app using camera display to simulate impact of specific 
conditions on patient’s vision, such as cataracts and macular degeneration

Augmented Reality
“Google’s Digital Contact Lens”

Microsoft HoloLens
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Robotic Surgery

Virtual Reality

Virtual Reality
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Near Artificial Intelligence
IBM Watson’s Supercomputer

Aims to diagnose most radiographic lesions with smart software

Drones
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Technologies

•Faster

•Better

•Smaller

•Cheaper

Technologies

•Faster

•Better

•Smaller

•Cheaper
Toy Drone Helicopter:
• $17 on Amazon today
• Has gyro that space shuttle 

engineers would have spent 
$100 million on 30 years ago
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“Accelerating technologies are 
changing the course of nations, 
industry, and all of humanity.” 

The Future Is Here: Are We Ready?

•Bright future

•Relevant history

•Exponentially changing world
•FUTURE CHALLENGES / OPPORTUNITIES

•Future & Our Responsibilities
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Risk and Careers

Risk Averse Risk Takers

Where are we?
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Risk and Careers

Risk Averse Risk Takers

Astronauts

Risk and Careers

Risk Averse Risk Takers

Morticians Astronauts
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Risk and Careers

Risk Averse Risk Takers

Morticians 
Academicians
Veterinarians

Astronauts

Biggest Obstacles to Augmented 
Reality in Medicine?

•Education

•Cultural change

•Acceptance
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New Challenges for CVMs

•Prepare and equip people for 
exponentially changing world
•Faculty
•Staff
•Students
•Graduate Veterinarians

•Develop risk takers

New Challenges for CVMs & VetMed

•Create culture of experimentation

•Fail fast & move to next opportunity

•Change in reward system
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Fail fast
Fail often
Fail early
Succeed faster

In today’s rapidly changing 

world, the people who are not 

taking risks are the risk takers.

Robert Kiyasaki
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What about Higher Education?

•Oldest degree granting institution in word -
Al-Karaouine mosque & university in 
Morocco, 859 AD 

•Middle Ages Europe – University of Bologna, 
Italy – 1st in Western World, 1088

•U.S. – Harvard, 1636

HarvardAl-Karaouine
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Disruption of Educational 
Models and Innovations

•Technological

•Pedagogical

•Organizational

•Structural

Students of Future
•Growing up in digital revolution

•Networked

•Connected

•Smart phone users
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Students of Future
•Used to information at fingertips

•Technology is extension of their brains 
& bodies
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Students of Future

•Not passive learners

•Participatory learners

•Peer-to-peer learners

•Content producers, not just consumers

Students of Future
•Communicate differently
•Shorter bursts
•Part of large networks
•Don’t check email daily (Facebook messaging)
•Want instant feedback on their ideas
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Students of Future

•Don’t want a master expert holding forth 
in front of class (sage on the stage)

•Want a facilitator to encourage 
connected learning with peers

•Learning is part of recreation

Students of Future
•Active learners

•Hands-on learners

•Want to customize knowledge,  
combining parts in new ways
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Students of Future
•More racially & ethnically diverse
•States will reach majority-minority status

•Fewer traditional-aged

•More from lower income families

•More first generation

University
of the Future

•Accessible

•Flexible

•Innovative

•Job-focused

•Affordable

•Learning

life-long
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•On demand classes day & night

•Free online materials

•More employer input on what is 
taught

•Degree is temporary & static

•Micro-credentialing

•Credits & certificates throughout life

New Challenges for CVMs & VMAs

•Must embrace the change the digital 
revolution is bringing

•Must work with technology rather 
than resisting or forbidding
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New Challenges for CVMs & VMAs

•Be nimble

•Receptive to innovations early on

What does this 
mean for future?

Veterinarians
Faculty
Donors

Legislators
Constituents
Supporters

Clients
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Inspiring to Others

The Future Is Here: Are We Ready?
•Bright future

•Relevant history

•Exponentially changing world

•Future challenges / opportunities

•FUTURE & OUR RESPONSIBILITIES
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The Future ….
•What Will Academic Veterinary 
Medicine Look Like?

•What Will the  Veterinary Profession 
Look Like?

I don’t know!
We don’t know!

They don’t know!
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What we do know

What we do know
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In today’s rapidly changing 

world, the people who are not 

taking risks are the risk takers.

Robert Kiyasaki

What we do know

Are we ready?
Will we be ready?
Will we lead?

Doc,
I just got my dog’s DNA testing back. 
Can we connect for 5 minutes for a 
teleconference on his disease 
susceptibility? I can connect the results 
of his Fitbit and health monitor. I am 
sending you all of the data. Can your 
system handle the data?

Joe’s Dad
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What we do know

•We must be resilient to thrive, 

if not survive

•We must lead, not just adapt reluctantly

Future of Veterinary Medicine

•In next decades veterinary care will 
be barely recognizable
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Future of Veterinary Medicine

•Technology based
•Access to Information based 
•Connected technologies
•Artificial intelligence
•Virtual management of pets
•High tech veterinarians & technicians
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Future of Veterinary Medicine

•Telehealth/ Telemedicine

Telemedicine/ Telehealth

•Telemedicine is the simple 
solution to reaching more 
patients, improving 
engagement, and growing 
your practice without 
inflating your overhead

•90% of patients report a 
high level of satisfaction 
with telemedicine
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Telemedicine/ Telehealth

•Customer friendly technology for patient

•Actionable insights for clinicians with 
evidence-based algorithms

•Support for active involvement of family 
caregiver

•Safe, secure, HIPAA compliant

•Trusted brands

•One hour free consultation for patients

American Telemedicine Association

• Transforming healthcare by improving the 
quality, equity, & affordability of healthcare 
throughout the world

• Multi-billion-dollar industry
• Used by nearly every major hospital
• Re-inventing healthcare
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Telemedicine/ Telehealth
• Walgreens makes huge telehealth push deploying 

MDLIVE
• States forge ahead with telehealth coverage
• Telehealth gets big boost from AMA
• Still not easy – standards, reimbursements, etc.

Veterinary Telehealth/ 
Telemedicine

•Antech imaging services

•Vet24seven

•PetCoach

•petMD

•VetLIVE

•PetWave
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Virtual Veterinary Clinics

Consult with a 
veterinarian. 

Anytime. 
Anywhere.

Veterinarian will use
information & connectivity
for unimaginable success
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Technologies will be faster, 
smaller, cheaper, less invasive

Future of
Veterinary Medicine

•Very client focused
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The Future

•More animals will receive better 
care throughout the world

The Future
•Because of veterinary medicine 
more people will receive better 
care throughout the world
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The Future

•“Veterinary medicine will be the 
centerpiece of human health care.”

Michael Young
President

Texas A&M University

Future of Veterinary Education

•In next decade veterinary education & 
continuing education will also be 
barely recognizable
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Future of Veterinary Education
•Access to information
•Connected technologies
•Artificial intelligence
•Virtual reality
•Virtual management of cases
•High tech students

Future of Veterinary Education

•Increasing simulation technologies

•Decreased use of teaching animals
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Simulators
Low Fidelity

Simulators
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Simulation Technologies

Synthetic Anatomy Dog

SynDaver
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Synthetic Surgery  & Procedures Dog

SynDaver

Simulation Technologies
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3D Modeling

Hoof Explorer
•iPad

•Desktop
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3D Virtual Reality

3D Virtual Reality
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EchoPixel
True 3D, interactive virtual reality

MAGAZINE
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Future of Veterinary Education
•HoloAnatomy (Augmented Reality)

Future of Veterinary Education

•HoloAnatomy (Augmented Reality)
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Future of
Veterinary
Education

HoloAnatomy

(Augmented

Reality)

Future of Veterinary Education

•And so much more………………
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VMTH  of the Future

New Small Animal Hospital
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New Small Animal Hospital

The Good News

•More animals will receive better 
care throughout the world
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•Every workforce study has 
concluded an oversupply

•Veterinary Supply & 
Demand in U. S.: A report 
to AVMA, July 1978

Workforce Studies

Arthur D. Little

Why Were Workforce Studies 
Incorrect in Concluding No Need 
for More Veterinarians?
•Good studies performed by good people 

generating  good data
•But veterinary medicine exists within a 

changing world
•Interpreted with assumption veterinary 

medicine would not adapt
•It always has……..
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Why Were Workforce Studies 
Incorrect in Concluding No Need 
for More Veterinarians?
•Good studies performed by good people 

generating  good data
•But veterinary medicine exists within a 

changing world
•Interpreted with assumption veterinary 

medicine would not adapt
•IT ALWAYS HAS……..

and we will also
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Adam Little, DVM
Director of
Veterinary Innovation
& Entrepreneurship

Student
Quote

“We are building a 
program that will 
change veterinary 
medicine, not just 
at Texas A&M, but 
in the world.”Other CVMs
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Veterinary Innovation Laboratory

Preferred site for companies with 
innovations

Student summer research projects

Telemedicine/telehealth project

Aggies invent

Veterinary Innovation Summit

College of Veterinary Medicine & 
Biomedical Sciences

Connected Clinic (Telehealth)
Veterinary Innovation Laboratory
Incubator Space for start-up companies
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Veterinary Entrepreneurship Academy
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Quantified Patient
Connected Clinic
Exponential Veterinarian

Veterinary Innovation Summit
College of Veterinary Medicine & 
Biomedical Sciences
Texas A&M
April 28-30,2017
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What is the most pressing issue?
Telemedicine/ Telehealth

“Always a veterinarian in the house.”

State Legislatures
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Henry Ford’s banker said 
the automobile is a passing 
fancy & the horse & buggy 
are here to stay. 

Let’s not be Kodak or Henry Ford’s banker!

Let’s not be struggling retail stores or taxis!
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Mark Zuckerberg’s
Commencement Address
at Harvard

• “Our generation will have to deal with tens of millions of jobs 
replaced by automation like self-driving cars and trucks. But 
we have the potential to do so much more together.”

• “But let me tell you a secret: no one knows when they begin. 
Ideas don’t come out fully formed. They only become clear 
as you work on them. You just have to get started.”

• “Be prepared to be misunderstood. Anyone working on a big 
vision will get called crazy, even if you end up right. Anyone 
working on a complex problem will get blamed for not fully 
understanding the challenge, even though it’s impossible to 
know everything upfront. Anyone taking initiative will get 
criticized for moving too fast, because there’s always 
someone who wants to slow you down.”

Mark Zuckerberg’s
Commencement Address
at Harvard

• “So what are we waiting for? It’s time for our generation-
defining public works. How about curing all diseases and 
asking volunteers to track their health data and share their 
genomes? Today we spend 50x more treating people who 
are sick than we spend finding cures so people don’t get 
sick in the first place. That makes no sense. We can fix this. 
These achievements are within our reach.”

• “The greatest successes come from having the freedom to 
fail.”

• “And as technology keeps changing, we need to focus 
more on continuous education throughout our lives.”
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The Future Is Here: Are We Ready?

•Bright future

•Relevant history

•Exponentially changing world

•Future challenges / opportunities

•Future & our responsibilities

Who Wants Change?
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“That was hard!
…..but it was hard in Italy.”
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“This is hard, 

…….but it’s hard in this great profession

Veterinary Medical
Association Executives
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Principles of Ethics
1. A veterinary medical association executive shall be dedicated to providing 

competent professional services to members.
2. A veterinary medical association executive shall share the benefit of his or her 

experience with other executives.

3. A veterinary medical association executive shall be 
familiar with and comply with the law and seek changes in 
laws that are contrary to the best interests of association 
management and veterinary medicine.

4. A veterinary medical association executive shall continue 
to study, apply, and advance association knowledge, and 
use the talents of association professionals when 
indicated.

5. A veterinary medical association executive shall respect the differences of opinion 
among the members and colleagues and safeguard confidences.

6. A veterinary medical association executive shall conduct himself or herself in a 
professional manner.

Recent graduates are our future.
Power of 10
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Veterinary medicine must lead:
Telemedicine/ Telehealth

“Always a veterinarian in the house.”
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The Future Is Here:
Are We Ready?

Eleanor M. Green, DVM, ACVIM, ABVP
Carl B. King Dean of Veterinary Medicine

Texas A&M University
July 22, 2017
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Take Home Messages

•Future of veterinary medicine is 
bright

•Veterinary medicine won’t look 
like it did yesterday or even today

•It is our collective responsibility to 
lead the change


